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NULLITY DISTRIBUTION ON THE TANGENT

BUNDLE OF A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

WEE-KEONG LIM

Abstract. The nullity distribution on the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold is studied.
The vetical and complete lifts of a vector fileld belonging to the nullity distribution on the
base manifold are show to be in the nullity distribution on the tangent bundle. Under certain
regularity assumption, the dimension of the nullity distribution on the tangent bundle of a
Riemannian manifold is found to be twice that of the nullity distribution on the base manifold.

1. Introduction

Let (M, g) be a c= Riemannian n-manifold and TpM be its tangent space at the
point p E M. The tangent bundle TM of M is defined to be the union of all tangent
spaces over M,

TM= LJ TpM.
pEM

The projection map 1r : TM ---+ M is defined by 1r(X) = p for all X E TpM. We will
write (p, X) for X E TpM.
Let (¢, U) be a coordinate chart on Mand (x1, 丑 ，．．．，伊 ）be the coordinate system

on U. Define 元i=xio1r, 护 (p, X) =_Xi where X=江~=1 Xi(碁）p, (p, X) E TpM. Then
¢= (元＼元2, .. . ) 元n, 护 ，护 ，. . . , yn) defines a coordinate system on尸 (U). We will call this
the induced coordinate system. We will sometimes write_(見 护 ，．．．，己 虻 护 ，...'yn)
as ( 护 ，护 ，．．，护 ，元n+l, 元n+2, ... , 元2n) or (护 ，护 ，．．．，护 ，思 ，护 ，．．．，护 ）．

A I-form w in M can be viewed as a function in TM, which will be denoted by iw.
Ifw=严i=l wid正 then iw =立~1 WiYi·
Let~~(M) denotes the set of all tensor fields of type (r, s) on M and~(M) =
立~=o~~(M). Note that 嗝(M) = C00(M) and 潯(M) is the set of all C00 vector fields
onM. -
Unless it is specifically mentioned, the summation range for . h, i, j, k, l are from

1, 2, ... , n, and for A, B are from 1, 2, ... , n, i, 2, ... , n.
The nullity distribution was first defined by Chern and Kuiper in their paper [1] on a

Rimannian manifold (M,g). The distribution assigns to each point m EM, the subspace

N(m) =Nm= {XE TmMIR(X, Y) = 0, for all YE TmM}
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where v7·is the R1emanman connection with respect to g in M and R is the curvature
tensor. We denote the nullity distribution by N. If U·IS an open set in M: then r(u,N)
denotes the set of all vector fields X such that X m
U=M () E Nm for any m E U. When

, we wnte r(N) for I'(M, N).
In the same way, the nullity distribution on an

[3) affine manifold can also be cansidered

We have the following simple hc aractenzat10n of a nullity distribution which we will
need in the sections to follow.

Proposition 1. A vector field X =
i/I:辶XkR杓 ih = 0 for all h,i,j = 1,2,

江~=I Xk志 。n M belongs to r(N) if and only
h

．．．R. , n where R杓 i are the local components of

we have
Proof. Since X E f(N), then for all Y = 立~l yi占z = I:7=1 zi志 E 潯 (M),

n
R(X, Y)Z = L xkyj ziR h 8

kji -8xh =0.
h,i,j,k=l

Thus Ln . xkR h a .h,k=l 伊 苲h = 0 which imphes that n
1,2, ... ,n. Lk=l XkRkjih = 0 for all i, j, h =

2. Vertical and Complete Lifts

In the following sections, we will follow closely the definition and terminology in [4].
We define the vertical life of a C00 function J in M as 户 ＝

is also C00 on TM. If th· f。1r: TM-+ R, which
ere 1s no confusion, we will write fv as f.

The vertical lift of a vector field X =严 Xh a
field in TM. written as xv h=l 蕊 in M is defined to be a vector
xv

, which satisfies xv
＝严 Xh a

回=(wX)v
E~a(TM).

for all w E 啁 (M). Thus
h=l 犀

The complete life of f E 璫 (M) .
严 －遑L , wntten as f竺 is defined to be c
i=l Y ox'. We shall write 叮 for
The complete life of X =严

立~l fj碁 e 渭 (TM).
f = i(df) =

t=l
xi

(Xf严 for any f E 璫 (M). Thus 茫 ＝
戸 E 潯 (M) written as X竺 is defined by xc JC=
立=1(X琫江X禱'Ii") E 渴 (TM).

The complete lift of a 1-form w =严
(wX)c for any X E 渴 (M). Thus 芷 ＝

i=l widxi, written as w竺 is defined by芷 (X勺 ＝

By taking account of
立~1 (8wi囧=Wid护）E~?(TM).

(gf严＝訂 v 十靠 J竺
(JX)c =尸xc + Jcxv,
(f芷=fvwc + 1c『

where g, f E 璫 (M), XE 渴 (M), w E茫M)
to arbitrary tensor field b· 1\. , we extend the definition of complete lift

y imposing the following conditions:

(P®Q)c ==pc®Q竺
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(P+R)c =Pc +Rc

where Q is any tensor field and P, R are any·two tensor fields of the same type.
Now, we look at some special type of tensor fields which will be used later:

(i) A metric in M, g = 江~i=l 9jidxi 0 di E 瀉 (M). Thus

立 (g這 元i©dyi + 9jid护 ©d元i + 8gjid祀 ©d元i)
i,j=l

斫 ＝

If g. R1s a 1emanman metric, then 斫 is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on TM 4
38J.

['pg

(ii) s =立 ，i., ... ,i1=l凳i.一 1, · • ·, i1志 @dxi. @dx乓1 @· · ·@dXi1 E 叩M). Thus

n

芷 (S~. . ~
i. ,i. 一 1, ... ,i1 oxh @d元i, 0 d元i. 一 1 0···@d元＂

h,is ,is 一 1, ·. ·, i1
sc =

+ast,i,_1, ... ,i1~0 鵜 ，©d元。S一 1©···©d元 i1 十立 st,i. 一 1, ... -~
t=l

,i1 O护

®益 i. ®dx止 1©···©d元軒 1 Q9 dfiit Q9 d元記 1©. ··©d元iJ- (1)

3. Nullity Distribution on (TM,斫 ，V勺

Let (M, g, V) be a Riemannian manifold. Let R, T be its curvature and torsion tensors
with respect to V. The tangent bundle TM with metric 斫 ，the complete lift of g to
TM, will form a pseudo-R1emanman manifold. The connection induced by 斫 ，will be
vc while the curvature and torsion tensor will be芘 and re respectively (4, page 41]
From (I), the components of the curvature tensor芘 ofV竺 R11Bc, with respect to the
induced coordinates in TM, where A, B, C, D = I, 2, ... , n, l, 2, ... , fi, can be expressed
in term of the components of R,

廌 =R訌＼廌 =BR忥

廌 =R己麈 =R杓 ih,Rti = R已 (2)

all the others being zero.
Let N be the nullity distribtuion in TM with respect to Re. If X =- - 严 (Xh axh a h=I 宸T 十
Bxh) is in f(N), then from Proposition 1,

芷陪BC汩=0
A

(3)for any B,C,D = 1,2, ... ,n,i,2, ... ,fi.

From (2), the above equations (3) reduce to the following two cases:
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n

＝芝 R杓ih汜 =0
k=l

(case 1) D = h, B = j, C = i, we have

芝廌jiXA
A

(4)

(case 2) D = h, B :::::j, C = i, we have

0=芷 RAji hxA
A
n

＝芝 (8R幻/ Xk + RkjihXk)
k=I

＝立 8RkJihXk + R杓 2國 - RkJih8Xk +RkJihXk)
k=I
n n

= 8(芝R杓 ih_xk) 十芷 Rkj/(X石－印 ）
k=I k=l

(5)

n

：：：：芝 瓦 嶧 k_3約
k=::I

From (4) and (5) above, we have

Proposition 2. A vector field X =严 (Xh a - -,,, a
h=I 劻, +x 声 ）is in r凶 ）if and only

｛ 立°=1 R己fk = 0
立=1 瓦 嶧 k_ 印 ）=O}

if

(6)h,i,j = 1,2, ... ,n.

Proposition 3. For any XE I'(N), we have xv, xc Er凶 ）．

Proof. Let X =严 h 8h=l X 戸 E I'(N). We have L辶 RkiihXk = 0.
For xv= 芷n -h=l (Xh 8

声 +x1t嗣 ＝蠶=I Xhrffe, its components satisfy
n

芷Rkj/Xk = o
k=I

and

n n
芝 R杓 ih(Xk - 8汜）＝芝 R杓/Xk
k:;=l k==l

=0

立=I(Xh志豆Xhrfo.
y ) ， its components

+ _xh 8犀 ．）

for all h,i,j = 1,2, ... ,n.
For 芷 ＝严 ( - h f)h=l Xsatisfy 詎

and

n n

芷 Rkj江k= 芷 RkjihXk = 0
k=I k=l
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n

芷 瓦 / 団 －印 ）=0
k=l

for all h,i,j = I, 2, ... ,n.
Hence, from Proposition 2, xv, xc E f(N).
The differential of the projection map ?T, written as ?T, will map the tangent bundle of

TM to TM, 1r* : T(TM) ---t TM. If Y is in T(TM) at (p, X), then ?T* will be a_ tangent
at P with (?T*Y)f = Y(f 07r) for all f E C00(M). Since the nullity distribution N of TM
is a subspace of the tangent bundle of TM, we would like to see the effect of ?T* over N.

Proposition 4. N(p) = ?T*國(p, X)) for any XE TpM.

Proof. Let Y(p, X) = L註 勺p,X)聶 (p, X) E N(p, X). From P ·ropos1t10n 2 we
have~;=I Rki/yk (p, X) = 0 and L;=1 Rki/严-8巧 (p, X) = 0. Then立 (p,X) =
立~1 yi(p, X)嘉 (p). By Proposition 1, ?T*(Y(p, X) E_ N(p). Therefore, ?T*N(p, X)~
N(p). Together with Prposition 3, we have N(p) = ?T*N(p, X).

NULLITY DISTRIBUTION ON THE TANGENT BUNDLE

4. The Dimension of The Nullity Distribution on (TM, g竺 V勺

From here on, we shall assume that the nullity distribution N on M is nonsingular.

Proposition 5. If the dimension of the nullity distribution N on
th d'

(M, g) is d, then
e zmenszon of the nullity distribution N on (TM, g勺 is greater or equal to 2d.

Proof. Suppose that the dimension of the nullity distribution N of (M, g) is d. Let
區 令，. . .2~d) be a local basis of f(N). From Proposition 3, we already know that~仁紓
are in f(N) for all i = 1, 2, ... , d. Let~i = I:7=1幻今 Since the dimension of N is
d, the rank of the matrix 燦）is also d. The set
杼 ＝严 j f}

c 因}f=l·is linearly independent since
i j=I i 詞 - and the rank of the matrix (~f) is d. Consider the linear equation
立~I (ai~r + b沼 ）= 0. We weould like to show that th· ·1s 1s true only if all a\ b1 = O.
The equation becomes

d d n
芝 (ai~r + bi紓）＝芝 芝 (a宅竺_ 8 8

i agj + bi{)令—+ bi~1—)i=l i=l j=l ag1 i 臨J

d n

＝芷 芝 ((aief + b霞 ）8
．— +霆j

8
i=l j=l 8yJ ·—)

i 8元3

=0

荳三臺 (t.,;~)
=0

Thus
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Since {(i}f=i is linearly independent , we have bi= 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... ,d. Also
d n

严芝 (ai~f + bi昭 ）— ＝
8 d n a

..
i=l j=l i 8yJ 芝芝颜

i=l j=l 2吵

d

＝芝直r
i=l
=0

implies that a/ = 0 for all i = 1, 2 V d
Hence {吖 仔}d , · · ·, d smce {(i } i=I is linearly independent.

i , i i=l is linearly independent. This shows that the d'·
greater or equal to 2d. 1mens10n of N is

d'
We .would l~ke to sh_ow under the assumption that both N 一

1mens10n of N is actually 2d, - —— and N are nonsingular, the
where d = dimN·

护 ， ．，护 ），N
, 1.e., at each point. (护 ，护 ．．．

偉 1,x2 , ...
， ，护 ，护 ，

(T lvf). ，元n ,yl,护，．，护 ）is a 2d dimension subspace of T
（护，护，. . . ,xn記 ，护，．．，护）

Prposition 6. If both the nullity distributions N
are nonsingular, then the d·- of (M, g, \7) and N of (TM, g竺 V勺

zmenszon of N is twice that of the dimension of N.
Proof. Let d = dim N.

of X and Re
For any XE r(O, JV), let _xA flD

respectively with respect to th , ABC be the local components
e induced

The system (6) at a point ( 釓 紅 ．．．
coordmates.

, xn,yl, 祗 ．．．，护 ）in TM will be

{ (I:n R杓ih茫 ）（釓 旦 ．．．
CI:匕Rk1直l _ ax勺）（亡 紅 ．．．

, xn, 妒 ，护 ，．．，护 ）=0
, x庄 妒 ，护 ，．．．，护 ）=0} (7)

h, i,j = l 2
where {X于 ｛尸｝

, ，···,n. Its solutions will have the form {Xk, g1;; n
k=l > k=I satisfy the first· }k=1 = {Xk,Yk+a汜}k=I >

equat10n of
Note that Rjkih(硏 ,x2, ... ,x巴 护 ，护 ，．．，护 ）are f~~~tions of ( 元l 一 2 -n
Since the degree of freedom of {汜 }n . , X , ... , X).

k=I 1s equal to dim N ( 元1 元2 -n
have to show that the d , ，. . . ,x) = d, we now
is d. egree of freedom of {鉭 ，Yk+a汜｝匕 = {Yk 十立，:1 yl營}k=l

From the assumption that N·~.. ~1s nonsingular, we have

dimN -（硏足 ，. . ,xn,yl,y2, ... ,护）=dimN囝 足 ，．，元n,o, ... ,O)·

Thus, we only need to show that { (Yk + Ln -ta汜
y 瓦 卮 ，护，…，护 ，0,. }nt=I .. ,o) k=I 1s of degreed. It is clear that

｛『十户芸 屆，'··.,x•,o, ... ,O)}"
k=I

＝ ｛汩 护 ，护 ，．．．，护 ，0, ...'O)}k=I·

The degree .of freedom of {Yk伊 ，元汽．
set of equat10ns in (7) (}:n'．．，护 ，0, · · ·O)}k=l 1s clearly d since the second

reduces to k=l Rkj/的 （硏 ，戶 ．．．，豆 0, ... , 0) = 0.
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Remark. If we assume only that N is nonsingular, JV may still be singular.

The results in this paper are contained in the author's M. Sc. thesis [2]. The author
would like to express his gratitude to his supervisors Dr. S. L. Tan and Dr. S. H. Kon
for their encouragement and guidance during this work.
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